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Joshua 4:10-12 (NLT) Now the priests who carried the ark
remained standing in the middle of the Jordan until everything the
Lord had commanded Joshua was done by the people, just as
Moses had directed Joshua. The people hurried over, 11 and as
soon as all of them had crossed, the ark of the Lord and the
priests came to the other side (Hello, from the other side) while
the people watched. 12 The men of Reuben, Gad and the halftribe of Manasseh crossed over, ready for battle, in front of the
Israelites, as Moses had directed them.
1 Samuel 14:24-28 (NLT) Now the Israelites were in distress that
day, because Saul had bound the people under an oath, saying,
“Cursed be anyone who eats food before evening comes, before I
have avenged myself on my enemies!” So none of the troops
tasted food. 25 The entire army entered the woods, and there was
honey on the ground. 26 When they went into the woods, they
saw the honey oozing out; yet no one put his hand to his mouth,
because they feared the oath. 27 But Jonathan had not heard that
his father had bound the people with the oath, so he reached out
the end of the staff that was in his hand and dipped it into the
honeycomb. He raised his hand to his mouth, and his eyes
brightened. 28 Then one of the soldiers told him, “Your father
bound the army under a strict oath, saying, ‘Cursed be anyone
who eats food today!’ That is why the men are faint.”

I. Paradox of progress.
II. The danger of deprivation.
2 Peter 2:19 (NLT) They promise freedom, but they themselves
are slaves of sin and corruption. For you are a slave to whatever
controls you.

III. Conquer then celebrate.
IV. Taste of triumph.
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